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Do you want to be free and heal from stress, pain and trauma? This inspiring journal writing
therapy book provides simple techniques to use to heal yourself from stress, depression and
anxiety, that can occur in our daily lives."Excellent Book! I highly recommend this!" "I enjoyed
reading this book very much. It was very positive and helpful. A great way to deal with negative
emotion and energy. Strongly recommend.""I cannot recommend this book enough. The lessons
and help I received are invaluable... I highly recommend it.""So glad I found this book, worth
1000 times the amount. Well done and thank you to the author.""What a fantastic book! Suzanne
has provided a range of tools for readers to use to work through a range of issues from PTSD to
sexual abuse, as well as anxiety and depression."Based on ten years of research, and personal
experience Suzanne guides the reader to freedom from emotional and physical pain. Suzanne
uses her own experiences and life, combined with the experience of others with her workshops
in writing therapy to show people how to use these easy techniques to be free. This book also
includes research that enlightens readers about the benefits of writing therapy and the
psychological research into this area of art therapy. It is a journal writing book that provides
completely simple but profound methods to achieve freedom from everyday stress, trauma or
memories people cannot be free from.Freedom Writing provides valuable insight,
encouragement, advice and easy to use techniques to help and inspire anyone who have ever
experienced pain or stress. Reading this book will allow you to heal yourself from bad memories
or past emotional pain. Use effective handwriting techniques to free yourself, whilst also working
with your counsellor or therapist.

About the AuthorSuzanne is a qualified journalist with more than 20 years' experience. Suzanne
has a Graduate Certificate in Creative Writing from QUT and is completing her Master of Arts,
Creative Writing at Macquarie University.Suzanne's short stories and poetry have been
published in Compassion: A Creative Anthology, The Quarry Journal, Grapeshot Magazine,
Studio Magazine, Time Off and Heretical magazines. In 2006, Suzanne's short story The Wall
came 6th out of 300 entries in the Ebook Library Shorts, Short Story competition and in 2011
she received a Highly Commended Award from the Sunshine Coast Literary Association for her
poem, Breathe.Suzanne taught Academic English at UQ College in Brisbane for three years.In
2017, Suzanne published Freedom Writing compiling her research, personal and others'
experiences with writing therapy, and her workshop exercises she wrote to introduce this to
others. Suzanne experienced freedom through writing therapy many years ago and since then
has been running workshops to assist people to access this freedom through writing therapy.
Suzanne continues to use writing therapy effectively within her life and shares her personal story
in Freedom Writing and at her workshops.
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Freedom WritingBe Free Through Writing Therapy!Suzanne StrongContents1. Introduction2:
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Phenomenal Discoveries about Writing Therapy.5. Handwriting or typing, what is better?6:
Peoples Experiences with Writing Therapy7. Writing therapy transforms lives in “Freedom
Writers”8. The Great Gatsby–How does it relate to Writing Therapy?9. Humans create and
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Therapy Poetry techniques16: Non-fiction, narrative and Journaling TechniquesAbout the
AuthorCopyright © 2017 Suzanne StrongIndependently PublishedAll rights reserved.This book
is dedicated to the brave women and men who choose to face their issues or trauma and seek
freedom from this, through honesty.1. IntroductionFor a perfect description of writing therapy, its
health benefits physically, mentally and emotionally and its power in healing people, one cannot
go past an article in The Guardian entitled, “As easy as ABC” by Jim Pollard (July 28, 2002).“It
has helped groups as diverse as Vietnam veterans, psychiatric prisoners and sex offenders to
deal with personal trauma. It has helped ease the symptoms in specific illnesses, such as
asthma and rheumatoid arthritis. It has been shown to boost the immune system and in one
study even helped unemployed Texans find new jobs. Most recently, it helped US students to
come to terms with 11 September. There are no side-effects and it is available to anyone of any
age, pretty much anywhere, over the counter.If it were a drug, this versatile little treatment would
surely have a public profile to match Viagra. Indeed, the lack of a pharmaceutical company to
promote it is perhaps part of the reason why its benefits are so little known. It's cheaper than any
drug - the cost of a pen and paper. Because the miracle treatment is simply what I am doing right
now: writing.”Currently, statistics show that there is more anxiety and depression than ever
before, this may be due to the fact that more people are disclosing these issues due to a new
acceptance of the common fact that we are all human and experience complex
emotion.According to the Black Dog Institute’s Report on Mental Health Statistics (2012), “One
in five (20%) Australians aged 16-85 experience a mental illness in any year” and more than
45% of Australians will suffer from a mental illness at some point in their lives. This includes
depression, anxiety or chronic mental illnesses.We all know that at some point we will be faced
with emotions, stress, trauma and tough issues that we feel may overwhelm us, or make us feel
isolated or alone.We would not be human if we did not, the important thing to remember is that
all of us have and will experience this within our lives and possibly quite regularly, everyone
experiences stress, hurt and even betrayal. It could even be stress at your work.This book is
written to you and for you, from my personal perspective and through my own journey and
successful use of writing therapy to move through these times.The techniques we will go
through you can use at any time in your life, and you can use them over and over. I do and these



principles, though very simple, release stress like no other form of expression does. Studies
have shown that simply talking over issues does not provide the complete relief as writing
therapy does.Talking to others is DEFINITELY important and you should continue to seek
support and express your feelings to your friends, family, counsellors, partners etc.At times
though for certain issues we cannot express our deep emotion when speaking it out to someone
else, as we all edit and censor ourselves when communicating with others. This is where writing
therapy can provide complete freedom from these things.2: Free Yourself: How Writing Therapy
can release youHello reader,If I could tell you a story to draw you close, dear reader, I would tell
you I was raised in an unusual family, (though maybe we all think this) if I explained you would
understand. Later in life, I have suffered tragedies and abuse, but I have also experienced
amazing joy and adventures. I wish to share with you the therapy I stumbled upon that freed me
from some traumatic events in my life. As soon as I discovered the complete freedom I could
experience through these simple principles, I wanted to share this with other people who have
suffered more than me.My experience with writing therapy and my story:I am a journalist of 20
years and a writer. I have worked for publications such as The Sydney Morning Herald, The Big
Issue, The New Internationalist and many others over the years. I have written a collection of
short stories and a book of poetry. I completed a Graduate Certificate in Creative Writing at QUT
and taught at QUT in Journalism and the creative industries. I have completed a Master of Arts
in Creative Writing from Macquarie University, Sydney.As a way of introducing writing therapy to
you, I will explain how I came to do this. I had practiced writing therapy for years even before I
knew what it was. The most dramatic example that made it clear to me that writing our trauma
down is a profoundly releasing process occurred when I experienced a traumatic event a
decade ago.Following this traumatic episode every night as I tried to sleep – I would see this
event over and over in my mind, like a disturbing film that I could not turn off, as hard as I tried. I
couldn’t sleep. I didn’t eat for a whole week following the event. I didn’t leave the house.However,
one night as I struggled with the images as usual, I decided to write a poem about it. I am not
sure why I decided to do this, maybe it was divine intervention, but I thought it couldn’t hurt
because I couldn’t do anything to get rid of it. I wanted to forget it but I wanted to record it as well
so I would never return to that. I didn’t think it would do anything beneficial for me I thought it
would be distressing. But I felt so exhausted with seeing it every night and not sleeping, that I sat
down and wrote it, exactly as the events happened and exactly recording my deep feelings
about it.I wrote a poem and once I penned the last line, I am not exaggerating to say, that I was
completely released from this image and I slept that night, soundly and with peace. The image
has never again visited me. It has been removed, almost erased. But it is forever recorded on the
pages of a poetry book. This comforted me. I knew I would never forget what happened. The act
of writing this down meant that what happened did not need to be stored in my brain and my
unconscious, it was forever externalised onto a white page. In a profound way, this released
me.This poem released my emotions and showed me the power of writing therapy, although I
didn’t know that others had discovered and researched this as well.For the following four



months, I wrote a poem everyday releasing all of my emotions about my traumatic marriage and
the previous years and I experienced freedom and relief from the things I was going through.
Then I published the poetry book. Thus, my journey of discovering writing therapy had begun. (I
didn’t know writing therapy was an established therapy in the US and the UK I discovered this a
lot later.) I wrote a workshop for a women’s retreat as I wanted to help others experience the
same freedom I had. From then on, I have seen the power of writing therapy in my own life and in
all of the people I have worked with. I have also conducted research over the past ten years and
have discovered so much more about writing therapy and its power to help people.I know writing
therapy works because I use it all the time to this day and I will continue to do so my whole life. I
want to share this with you, to show you how you can be released from trauma or stress that is
affecting your health, mind, emotions and your entire life.Think of this book as a conversation
with me. If you were attending one of my workshops it would be personal and interactive, think of
this book as the next best thing to experiencing that connection. Possibly you can attend some
writing therapy workshops after reading this book. Until then, take a deep breath, look around
you wherever you are and be present in this moment. Know you are safe, you are valued, cared
for by myself and others in your life. Seek to embrace safety and love of yourself and forgiveness
for others.Let’s start the process of your complete healing. I am so excited for you! Let’s get into
it. Please purchase yourself a book in which to write your exercises. It is important for you to
make specific times for your writing therapy, not before work, or before rushing around. Take time
when you know you don’t have to rush off to something else.Writing therapy provides complete
healing; however, you may feel slightly interior, thoughtful and maybe a little down, but this is
only temporary. Sometimes you have to travel down a slope before you experience the height of
the apex. This feeling is not unpleasant, it is usually a feeling of having let go of a lot of
things.With the book you write in you may choose to keep it and your entries or you may choose
to destroy your writing. This can become a useful ceremony where you tear it up, express the
anger you may feel towards a specific person or incident, and then burn it, tear it or shred it –
and remove it from your consciousness by making it physical and then destroying it. I know this
method works as I have used it many times. You will experience freedom from this anger and you
will need to forgive also in this process or you will not be experience complete free.So, let’s
begin your new journey of releasing the things that exist in your sub conscious and affect your
everyday life, physically, mentally, spiritually and emotionally. In doing this, you are choosing a
brave, healthier, brighter, more joyful and released future. Well done for reading this book and
choosing to start this brave journey towards your own empowerment.3: What is Expressive
Writing Therapy?Writing Therapy is the act of writing down, in many forms, deep and emotional
issues or events in our lives and releasing ourselves from the burden of these things recurring in
our minds. Psychologists have been exploring the physical and emotional effects of writing
therapy for more than 30 years.Expressive Writing Therapy accompanies normal counselling or
therapy and does not replace it.Crossing both sides of your brain, Expressive Writing Therapy
engages your left side to recount events logically and with accuracy, whilst accessing your



deepest emotions about these events on the right side. Through study, psychologists have
discovered this is why it provides a complete release from pain and a holistic level of
healing.This allows individuals the ability to move on from pain that may have haunted them for
years, weeks, months, or days. Research has shown it provides complete freedom.The studies
found that writing therapy, which takes different forms but involves writing about our deep
emotions about events and people in our lives, produces many, many physical, mental and
emotional health benefits.Three forms of writing therapy:Poetry – senses, images, colours, a
very free form of expression, to express emotions about an incident, or emotions about a
person, thing, time in our lives.Narrative – about a traumatic event, told from different
perspectives, just describing the event can bring up traumas but helps to release them onto the
page and they are gone.Non-Fiction/Journaling– can include, letters, journaling, a journalistic
account of something, an autobiography, a biography of someone in your life…an interview with
someone in your life, affirmations, lists, letters to yourself.What to do with your Writing
Samples:Remember this writing is for you and for you only. Its purpose is for you to be
completely honest with yourself.If you do not write only for yourself, you will not experience the
complete healing of writing therapy.According to Dr Pennebaker:“When writing, secretly plan to
throw away your writing when you are finished. Whether you keep it or save it isreally up to you.
Some people keep their samples and edit them. That is, they gradually change their writing from
day to day. Others simply keep them and return to them over and over again to see how they
have changed.”Other options you can do with your writing:
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Lean Thinking (Lean-Agile Product Development)



Gary Marshall, “An eye-opening guide on the benefits of writing therapy. Evidently, writing
therapy has been around awhile. I was not aware of it. Learning about writing therapy has been a
new experience for me.All of us at some point in our lives have experienced conflicts, stress,
hurt or betrayal, wouldn’t you agree? Almost anybody could benefit from the information in this
book.I agree with the author, Suzanne Strong, when she says that most of us are unable to
express our true deepest emotions when speaking to someone about our problems. Often, we
censor ourselves when communicating with others.Expressive writing therapy is the act of
writing down deep emotional issues or events in our lives. Some of the basics include being
totally honest with yourself, don’t worry about grammar, write it down on paper, no computers,
and no one needs to see it. No audience! What you put down on paper is between you and you
only.I found it interesting that the author feels men can benefit the most from the information in
this book. I can believe that because men tend to think that they must be strong and in
control,and therefore are less likely to open-up about their problems.Being a baby-boomer, I was
glad to see that writing helps your cognitive skills, keeps the brain sharp, and engages your
motor skills.You will find exercises to deal with whatever problems you are having in your life. I
will be working on the exercises and questions under the non-fiction/journaling form of
therapy.The author is well educated and has many accolades. But, more important is that she
writes from her own experience.The book is easy to read and understand. You will find some
repetitiveness throughout the book. I still gave it five stars.”

Kerry, “A Potentially Life-Changing Concept. Full disclosure – I am a self-avowed personal
development / self-help junkie. Life has always been good - I just enjoy doing what I can to be a
better version of myself.So I was a bit skeptical at first, because I’m not so sure I actually need
any type of “therapy.”This is me, dialoging with myself: “So I’ve had a great life. I’ve made a
decent living. I’ve got a great wife and kids. I’m happy most of the time except when I’m
sleeping, and then I’m asleep. So why would I need any type of therapy at all, including writing
therapy?”The answer is in my introduction above – as a guy who wants to improve himself,
certainly there were/are areas in my life that could have been better. Maybe I didn’t always do my
best job as a parent and husband. I remember clearly not giving 100% in school, because I had
the brains to get by without working hard. Maybe life dealt me a couple of blows and I’ve just
hidden those memories. And whether I know it or not, those old hidden memories are probably
blocks to my living an even better life today.For someone else, it could be about addressing an
issue they are living with currently. For me, it’s about taking some of the things in my life that
maybe didn’t go right, or maybe I didn’t handle as well as I could have, and changing the script.
How powerful is that – I can simply re-write the scripts of parts of my life, make them flow better
and end better, so today’s version of me functions better because of the newfound knowledge
that I’ve ALWAYS functioned better.The Good: Clear, concise, makes its point, and presents



some absolutely unique principles. Well, the author cites other books on the same subject, but
this one is the first I’ve read and the last I need.The Bad: Because this was such a new and
fascinating topic to me, there really wasn’t anything to not like.Recommendation: If you are
facing any type of challenges in your life, you should consider this approach and this book will
help. If your life is generally good and you have no challenges, go back and read my personal
observations – this book can help you no matter how things are going in your life.”

KT, “but I stopped writing "personal stuff" after my best friend in school read my diary. I started
writing since young, but I stopped writing "personal stuff" after my best friend in school read my
diary. I no longer felt safe to write anything too personal. But at the beginning of this year
something very traumatic happened and I couldn't put it out of my head until I sat down to write
freely what I was feeling. It was the only thing that brought me some relief from that traumatic
accident. This book really validated what writing did for me and thanks to the author I'll now write
regularly again. Recently I just wrote my first poem in a long time, not for anyone to read but for
myself as I was going through some personal challenges. Thank you for rekindling my love of
writing and this time I'm writing for myself to be better. And for those who are still hesitating, pick
up your pen today and experience the healing power of writing for yourself.”

Sunny, “I highly recommend it! Every now and then. This is a book that I would share with people
that I care about. I highly recommend it!Every now and then, I feel this compulsion in my heart to
share my experiences, from little stories about my favourite books or movies to something a bit
deeper like my beliefs and spiritual journey. After spending some time to put my thoughts
together about whatever was on my mind and after I had written about it; whether I shared it or
not, I felt a release from that heavy feeling in my chest.Through this book, I realized that it was
part of the process of releasing my emotional burden which often held me back from moving on
to other important tasks.The author says in the book that writing therapy is not just for people
who enjoy writing, but for anybody who has something to let go from their heart. While writing
about our sources of anger, anxiety and other emotional burdens we carry on daily basis, the
healing process is on!”

Jade, “Highly recommended. I have thoroughly enjoyed reading Freedom Writing by Suzanne
Strong. I experience a fair amount of stress in my life and have done for many years. I am so
pleased to have discovered this book and have now began to implement the techniques into my
life. I am excited as to how it will help me now and hopefully even more so into the future as I look
back on my past and remember certain events that perhaps I don't feel ready to discuss with
others but might see it as beneficial to feel like I am sharing these with others. I highly
recommend this book for those who suffer from stress, anxiety, depression and any other mental
illness as well as for those who are looking for a way to get in touch with their inner thoughts and
emotions.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Powerful and a delight to read!. A very insightful and enjoyable book!I
highly recommend for anyone who has gone through a traumatic or stressful time in their lives
and is looking for a way to heal. This book not only gives you valuable steps in order to start your
own writing therapy but tells of others who have done the same. This book has personally
encouraged me to start my own writing therapy and I have recommendedthis book to my family
and friends.”

Nelly Kelly, “There is always damage.. I thought I had nothing to free myself from when I was
recommended to this book. I've realized everyone has damage from ghosts of their past. I
thought inner strength came from picking up those ghosts, shoving them in your back pocket
and moving forwards. I never thought to ever look at them again or even evict the burdon of
them. You can be sooo much stronger and happier with a lighter load. So glad I found this book,
worth 1000 times  the amount , well done and thankyou to the author.”

Allison, “I cannot recommend this book enough. I cannot recommend this book enough. The
lessons and help that I received are invaluable, the techniques used are easy to apply, but the
deeply moving experience was unexpected and provided complete release from issues that
were buried. This book helped me so much and the potential for it to help people coming out of
trauma,or a very stressful situation is enormous. I highly recommend this book.”

The book by Suzanne Strong has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 38 people have provided feedback.
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